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THE COMPONENTS OF FITNESS
There are a number of physical attributes, which we each possess to greater or lesser degrees,
that dictate our aptitude for the sport of our choice...

T

hese are the components of fitness and having a rudimentary understanding of what they are and
what kind of emphasis your particular discipline – here cycling – places on each of them, will allow
you to develop them in specific training sessions and become a better rider. Whatever your standard
and whatever your goals, the simple fact is that developing your components of fitness will make you a better,
faster rider.
One of the biggest misconceptions in sport is that simply by taking part, you’ll become good at it. While
you might see some initial improvements following this approach, you’ll quickly reach a plateau some way
below your potential. If you want a clear-cut example of this look at the riders in your club who have been
doing the same weekend rides, with the same groups, year after year and shown little improvement in all that
time. There’s nothing wrong with that; some riders are more than happy just to get out each weekend and
turn the pedals but looking at the title of this document ‘Training for Results,’ and the fact that you’re reading
it, suggests that you want to be a better rider, right? That means you need to stop ‘just’ riding your bike and
start riding with a purpose. In other words, start training.
In order to see genuine improvements over and above the limited skills and fitness levels that simply
riding your bike will give you, you need to target improvements in the individual, physical characteristics
that you need in order to ride your bike well. These are the components of fitness. All sports have their own
components of fitness. You can imagine that the physical requirements for a gymnast would be quite different
to those of a track sprinter on the athletics track and there wouldn’t be much point, for example, in a parallel
bars gymnast working on the components of fitness required to run 100 metres in under 10 seconds. So
cycling, like all sports, has its own components of fitness.
Also, as with other sports, the various disciplines within the sport itself mean that the components of
fitness needed are very discipline-specific. Again, using a runner as an example, you would expect a marathon
runner’s training programme to be quite different to Usain Bolt’s, despite the fact that they are both runners.
So, cycling demands that its individual components of fitness are discretely developed to a higher or lesser
degree depending on what your chosen discipline is. Clearly, a BMX racer with an explosive event lasting for
around one minute would require a different balance of the components of fitness to a distance time triallist,
who might be looking at a sustained performance over several hours.
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You can see then that identifying the components of fitness specific to your event, and working to improve
them, is a very effective way of utilising some of your training time and improving your performance. This is
NOT the sole preserve of racers or compulsive training addicts. All cyclists, whatever their standard, will see
results by improving the specific components of fitness, whether that means riding faster or simply being able
to comfortably stay on the bike for longer.

The components of fitness
1: Aerobic Endurance
n What is it? This is the ability to sustain a comparatively low level of intensity for prolonged periods of
time. As you can imagine this is the bedrock of all endurance events and it’s important here to understand
the definition of an endurance event. An endurance event is anything that lasts upwards of a minute or so.
It sounds ridiculously short but basically anything over the amount of time where you have to consider
pacing yourself, and are not able to go flat out at 100%, is an endurance event.
n Typical events: Road Racing, Time Trials, Cyclo-cross, MTB races, Sportives, leisure riding – just
about all forms of cycling have an aerobic endurance requirement. Even things like short track sprints
and BMX races which are less than a minute have an aerobic endurance component because the events,
though short in themselves, are usually run in heats on an elimination basis, so riders have to perform
repeatedly over several hours and sometimes consecutive days.
n How do I improve it? This is the classic ‘base training’ you hear so much about. It involves long rides
at sustainable pace. But remember that training is specific to the kind of riding you do, so if you only ride
long and steady, you’re just training yourself to ride long and steady. If you want to ride long AND fast
then you’re going to have to integrate periods of higher intensity work into your programme.

2: Strength
n What is it? The amount of ‘force’ you can produce. In cycling
terms this means, quite literally, how hard you can push down on
the pedals.
n Typical events: All sprint events require high levels of absolute
strength. So it’s a key component of fitness for things like BMX
racing and track racing. This is why exponents of those events
spend high amounts of time in the gym as well as on the bike.
Most mere mortals in road-based events would have a higher
relative strength than sedentary people but they don’t require high
levels of absolute strength. Clearly, a road sprint specialist like
Mark Cavendish requires a higher level of absolute strength but
in an endurance event like road racing, there is also the requirement to get to the end of his race (repeatedly,
and on consecutive days in the case of a stage race, so you can understand why he’s always praising the
efforts of his team in getting him there).
So, a road race sprint specialist needs to be well developed in both aerobic endurance and strength
components. Good strength conditioning to a certain level is also advisable for less ambitious endurance
riders, as the stronger a muscle or group of muscles, the longer they take to fatigue. There is also good
contemporary research evidence to show that strength training has many benefits for endurance riders as
well as sprint specialists.
n How do I improve it? The bicycle is one of the most efficient energy convertors known to man. For a
relatively little effort you can go a long way; this does, however, mean that in terms of strength development
it’s not very “fit for purpose” insofar as it doesn’t offer a great deal of resistance. Even riding in the very
hardest gear will still see the pedals move away from you when you push against them. So developing
strength in the gym is preferable, using an object that doesn’t move away from you… the floor being a
perfect example. Squats and squat-type exercises are perfect for developing strength and most riders would
benefit from a rudimentary 20-30 minute strength programme done twice a week at home or in the gym,
working on strength exercises that include squat patterns.
A good idea is to include strength exercises during the ‘off’ period of your riding year (that’s winter
unless you’re a cyclo-cross racer) before switching to an on-bike, cycling-specific strength programme (see
right) in the spring as your chosen events approach.
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12-WEEK
ON BIKE
STRENGTH
PROGRAMME
l Where: Road or Turbo, similar
conditions, once per week.
l Warm up for 20mins, get the legs
spinning nice and fast in an easy gear.
l Using the big ring at the front, select a
gear three down from the top at the back.
Ride for 1 minute in this gear at as high
a cadence you can sustain to achieve an
effort level of 6 or 7 on a scale of 1-10,
so it’s pretty moderate. Then ride for 1
minute very easy spinning.
l Next, drop it into one gear harder than
your initial gear (so 4 down from the top)
and again, ride for one minute at the same
level of intensity. Then ride for 1 minute
very easy spinning.
l And so on – do 1 minute ‘on’ followed by
1 minute ‘off’ until you reach the hardest
gear on the bike. On completion, spin an
easy gear for a few minutes to finish the
session.
l Don’t be tempted to push hard in this
session, it’s about the ‘strength’ not the
cardiovascular development. By sticking
to the same intensity in each interval your
cadence will drop as you go through the
gears, so you’re progressively pushing
harder.
l Over 12 weeks the session develops
like this:
Week 1: 1 minute on, 1 minute off
Week 2: 2 minutes on, 2 minutes off
Week 3: 3 minutes on, 3 minutes off
Week 4: 4 minutes on, 4 minutes off
Simple so far but now, it gets interesting…
Week 5: 4 minutes on, 3.5 minutes off
Week 6: 4 minutes on, 3 minutes off
Week 7: 4 minutes on, 2.5 minutes off
Week 8: 4 minutes on, 2 minutes off
Week 9: 4 minutes on, 1.5 minutes off
Week 10: 4 minutes on, 1 minutes off
Week 11: 4 minutes on, 30secs off
Week 12: 4 minutes on, no time off – go
straight through the gears in 4 minute
intervals
l And that’s it – you can see that, week
by week, you’re increasing the time you
push each gear up to 4 minutes, then
the ‘off’ time reduces so you get less
time to recover. A very good session for
developing cycling-specific as opposed to
absolute strength.
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3: Speed
n What is it? Surely just the ability to ride faster? We all want that, right? Well, yes but in the context of
the components of fitness ‘speed’ means how fast you can move your body rather than how fast your body
is moving in miles per hour. So for a runner this would mean stride frequency or how rapidly their feet
are coming into contact with the floor. For a javelin thrower it would be the speed of which they bring
their arm through before release of the javelin. And for you, as a cyclist, it’s cadence, or how fast you can
pedal. And more specifically, ‘speed’ is how fast you can accelerate your pedaling and how high a cadence
you can maintain when you get there.
n Typical events: Anything where quick changes of cadence and absolute pedaling speed is critical
and particularly events where the bicycle might only have one gear so we’re talking BMX racing, track
sprinting and cycle speedway. But cadence is critical to many other aspects of cycling too. Being able to
change speed quickly is essential in both criterium as well as cyclo-cross racing where fast exits out of
corners and quickly getting up to speed is essential. Also pedaling at higher cadences is less reliant on
muscular strength so producing a given amount of power by turning the pedals faster, in an easier gear, is
less fatiguing than turning a harder gear, slower, particularly over longer distances. So a sportive rider or
road racer might not need the absolute high-end cadence to match a track sprinter but they would both
benefit greatly from developing a relatively high cadence in their events.
n How do I improve it? Cadence pyramids (see box right). These are great exercises to develop leg speed
and they are basically a way of doing progressive intervals at higher and higher cadence until you can’t
pedal any faster, then reversing the intervals back to where you started, hence the term pyramid.

CADENCE
PYRAMIDS
l Where: Road or turbo or better still,
rollers
l Warm up for 20mins.
l Select the big ring at the front, and a
gear close to the top of the cassette at
the back.
l Now simply pedal for one minute at
80rpm followed by easy, relaxed pedaling
for another minute. Next pedal at 85rpm
followed by easy, relaxed pedaling for
another minute. And so on, adding 5rpm
per minute. Keep this going until you start
bouncing uncomfortably in the saddle – at
this point you’re losing efficiency and
control (be particularly careful if you’re
on the road). Work your way back down
this theoretical pyramid by reducing the
cadence by 5rpm in each minute ‘on.’
l Spin easy for a few minutes then do
another pyramid – aiming for a total of two
cadence pyramids in an hour of riding.
l You can progress this session by
extending the ‘on’ intervals so a four week
progression might look like this.
l Week 1: 1minute on 1 minute off in each
pyramid.
l Week 2: 1min, 20secs on 1 minute off in
each pyramid.
l Week 3: 1min, 40secs on 1 minute off in
each pyramid.
l Week 4: 2mins on 1 minute off in each
pyramid.
l Keep doing these pyramids once per
week or simply integrate high cadence
intervals into your other rides and you’ll
soon notice you’re comfortable spinning
faster.
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4: Power
n What is it? A product of the previous two components of fitness, strength plus speed, power is the
combination of how hard you can push on the pedals and how fast you can turn them. It’s the ability to
generate a very high amount of watts, in a very short amount of time.
n Typical events: A key component of all sprint races but also important for shorter sprints or maximal
efforts in longer races. You’ve probably heard the expression ‘power climb’ which is a short burst of very
hard effort required to get up a short, steep hill in a road race. Quick, powerful reactions are also required
to cover attacks in road races to avoid getting dropped. High levels of absolute power are less important
for time trialists or sportive riders who rely more on lower levels of sustainable power which we term
‘critical’ power, meaning the power which is sustainable for the duration of their events. A typical power
effort in a track sprint or road race might involve an explosive ‘jump’ out of the saddle with a strong kick
on the pedals and a fast acceleration up to maximum cadence, so you can see how the components of
both speed and strength are the intrinsic elements of good power.
n How do I improve it? The good news is that improving your strength and your cadence will lead
to increased power, but you can better target power improvements by measuring your efforts, and
progressing on them. The most obvious way is to use a power-measuring device such as an SRM,
Powertap or similar system but these can be prohibitive due to cost. Don’t panic, great riders existed, and
races were won long before the advent of Power measuring devices, and you can still train to increase
your power by more traditional methods. Using your cadence as a measure of intensity is a great way to
improve your power, the simple fact being that if you turn a certain gear at ‘x’ rpm, then turn a slightly
harder gear at the same ‘x’ rpm– you’ve produced more power in the second effort. So all else being equal
you’d go faster. (See box right).

5: Short Term Muscular Endurance (S.T.M.E)
n What is it? STME is the ability to sustain a high power output for a limited period of time. If you like
it’s a prolonged sprint, a very hard, sustained effort for anything over 30seconds to 2 minutes or more.
n Typical events: The longer ‘sprint’ events such as BMX races and kilo races on the track are good
examples of STME efforts. They are also significant in much longer events, the start of a cyclo-cross
race or mountain bike race for example where a rider needs to get into the technical sections in a good
position. On the road STME is a very important component of fitness as it’s the kind of effort required
to bridge to breakaways and cover attacks. Riders might be required to make a great number of STME
efforts on longer races to cover the constant ‘surges’, hard efforts of a couple of minutes where the stronger
riders will try to split the pack and get rid of the weaker riders.
n How do I improve it? What you’re looking to do in STME training sessions is sustain a level of
intensity that is above the anaerobic threshold level. So,
whether you’re working with a heart rate monitor or power
meter or simply with rate of perceived exertion, it’s basically
an effort which is much harder than anything you could
sustain for more than a couple of minutes, but not the kind
of all-out sprint you could only sustain for a few seconds
before falling apart.
As the term contains the words ‘muscular’ and
‘endurance’ we can get a good idea of the kind of training
session used to develop this component of fitness. High
amounts of force on the pedals are required (hence
‘muscular’) which in plain English means you’re going to be
pushing a hard gear, so typically STME intervals are done
in big gears. As stated above there is also a need to sustain
the effort (hence ‘endurance’) so a simplistic way to describe
an STME training session taking the elements of intensity,
strength and endurance combined, would be above-lactate,
threshold-intensity efforts in a hard gear for sustained
periods. In plain old English, practice turning a hard gear,
as fast as you can for 1 to 2 minutes.

BUILDING
POWER
A simple progressive programme to
develop your 20sec power using cadence
Where: Road or turbo
Warm up for 20 minutes.
Select the big chainring at the front and a
gear half way down the block at the rear.
Ride for 20 seconds at the highest
cadence you can maintain. Spin easy for 3
minutes to recover.
Select one gear harder and try to match
the cadence of the first interval for 20
seconds. If you can match the cadence
of the first interval, move on to the next
hardest gear and try again.
Make 6 attempts at matching the cadence,
then take a 10 minute easy spin recovery
and make another six attempts. Don’t
worry if you can’t match it, come back
again in the next session and repeat the
intervals.
When you can match your initial cadence
comfortably in all intervals, move on to
the next gear and resume. And so on in
the subsequent sessions. You’re gradually
using increasingly harder gears at the
same cadence and therefore developing
your power.
We’ve used 20second power as an example
here but you can use this methodology in
longer intervals to suit your target events.
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6: Flexibility
n What is it? Flexibility is the range of movement around a joint (like the hip or knee) or a
collection of joints (such as the spine). It’s an often overlooked and undervalued component of
fitness as it doesn’t appear to play a large role in cycling as (compared to things like gymnastics)
and increasing your flexibility doesn’t lead directly to riding the bike faster. But take a closer
look and you’ll see why it’s so important.
n Typical events: Any sports which require that extreme positions are held for any length of
time benefit from flexibility training, so a perfect example is time trialling, where a rider has
to maintain the aerodynamic position, often for long periods, while trying to maintain a high
power output. Also, disciplines of the sport where crashing is commonplace, such as BMX
and MTB racing, demand more flexibility as it can help injury prevention and recovery. But
there is a wider picture that affects all sorts of road riders and we can look at flexibility as being
important in six key areas.

1 Comfort:

How often have you heard of riders complain of post-ride ‘niggles’ like sore knees and lower back
or neck pain? This is often down to the position on the bike rather than the exercise itself and riders with poor
flexibility and muscular imbalances will suffer more than others. So, along with a professionally fitted bike, flexibility
can help. You can imagine the potential problems in this area for sportive riders and longer road racers alike if
chronic aches and pains constantly beset them.

2 Safety:

Look at this quote from twice junior road race world champion Lucy Garner; “I think if I were an
animal it would have to be an owl, just because they can turn their heads all the way round and I feel sometimes
in races I could really do with seeing what’s going on behind me and when attacks are going to happen!” So you can
see the obvious benefits of being flexible enough to turn and see what’s going on behind you for tactical advantage
but also consider the safety element of keeping an awareness of what riders around you are doing when on a group
on a sportive or road race or even just maintaining an awareness of traffic on a training ride.

3 Aerodynamics:
4 Efficiency:
5 Injury prevention:

As mentioned above, being able to maintain the most aerodynamic position becomes
more important the higher up the performance chart the rider gets, and flexibility is key in this respect.
A rider’s efficiency, i.e. the amount of power they can produce for a given effort put in can be
greatly compromised should lack of flexibility inhibit the range of movement.

The range of motion that takes place in improving other components of fitness, such
as strength training, can be greater than that experienced in the on bike sessions, so sufficient flexibility to
allow for this is important.

6 Control:

The ability to control the bike, with leaning and counter leaning and shifts in body weight, can be
improved with increased flexibility.

n How do I improve it? The simplest way is to start a general all-body flexibility routine with
a range of stretching exercises but this is less beneficial than getting looked at by a professional
sports physiotherapist who looks at your medical history and current and previous injuries
and tries to optimize the relationship between you and your bike in relation to your preferred
events. They’d then prescribe a programme of flexibility and core-stability exercises, which
would help you develop more effective power delivery and experience fewer injuries.
So that concludes our look at the components of fitness as they relate to cycling performance.
Hopefully now you can look at your own event(s) and see to what extent each component of
fitness plays a part and amend your training time to focus more on those areas that your events
demand. It should also be stated at this point that, while targeting improvements in the specific
components of fitness should be a major focus in any programme that fits under our ‘training
for results’ banner, it’s not the only focus. Other factors are highly influential in deciding how
successful you will be in your chosen discipline and these are the components of the activity
such as technical, mechanical, psychological, tactical and even nutritional and organizational
skills. All of these need to be addressed to some extent too when training for results.
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PRINCIPLES OF CONDITIONING
Having established what we need to train in terms of the physical components, next we’ll look
at how to go about training them and the rules which govern your reaction to training

S

o far we’ve looked at the components of fitness, the physical
attributes you need to develop in order to be competent in
your chosen discipline of cycling. These allow you to work
with a more measured approach on the many varying elements you
might need to improve.
But knowing how exactly you are to approach a training session
or series of training sessions can be a daunting task. It’s like sitting in
front of a blank sheet of paper with a pen and someone telling you
that you have an hour to write a story. Frightening prospect, isn’t it?
Some riders, who having decided they want to get better, then decide
to go and do some ‘training’ as opposed to just riding their bikes,
feel the same when facing a window of opportunity they’ve freed up
and set aside for a training session. “What am I going to do with it,
exactly?”
Good question. Where do you begin in your quest to become
a ‘better’ rider? This is where the principles of conditioning are
invaluable. They offer a very useful guide to how you approach
training to improve all the things you’ve decided you need to work
on. Whether you have broad goals or very specific ones, following
the principles of conditioning will ensure you are following the
right path to achieving them. If you like, they offer a road map to
guide you through your training. If you can look at your training
as a whole, and honestly say that you are following the principles of
conditioning, there is only one possible outcome: you will become a
better rider. Quickly.

PRINCIPLES OF CONDITIONING

There are nine principles of conditioning that we need to concern ourselves with as cyclists, so let’s start by
having a look at what they are:
1) Adaptation
6) Specificity

2) Overload
7) Variation

3) Progression 4) Individuality 5) Long term planning		
8) Reversibility 9) Recovery

…and having identified them, let’s take a look at what they actually mean to your training....

1: Adaptation

Adaptation is the process by which you learn to cope with stress. This stress can stem from the physical
demands of training but also the mental pressures and tactical or technical elements you might be working on
too. In short, adaptations are what you are striving for in every aspect of your cycling if you want to improve.
Therefore ‘Adaptation’ as a principle of conditioning is vitally important, and sits at the top of our list for good
reason.
In its simplest form, cycling adaptations take place when you ride your bike a few times, get a little bit
fitter and then ride it a bit more often and a bit faster. But we can be smarter than that and apply adaptations
to very specific areas of our training as well as looking at the wider picture. And adaptations don’t begin and
end with the physical effort of turning the pedals.
Let’s illustrate adaptation by looking at sprinting. If you want to be a better sprinter you go out and
undertake a series of sessions where you work on your sprinting. Your body adapts to the physical challenge of
sprinting so you sprint faster. In a race or group training situation you learn at what point and from where in
the group of riders is the best time and place to launch your sprint. So you see tactical adaptations. You might
also work on developing how quickly you can achieve your top end speed and how ‘smooth’ you are, so you
see technical adaptations. Finally where you were initially a little timid in contesting the high-octane, teethbaring, all-out aggression of the charge for the line, over time you have developed the ability to throw yourself
in with the fast finishers and hold your place with confidence. Therefore you’ve seen psychological adaptations.
So in your sprint training you have applied appropriate levels of mental, physical, technical and tactical stress
and your mind and body have adapted accordingly.
The result? You have become a better sprinter. Now, don’t panic if you’ve got no intention of being the
next Mark Cavendish and don’t even compete in events where a good sprint is a requirement. The principle
of adaptation applies whatever kind of rider you want to be from stage racer to track sprinter. Clearly these
adaptations don’t happen over the course of a single sprint session. Small but very significant changes take
place over the course of a series of sessions so knowing how to optimise the training time in your sessions and
link a series of sessions together allows you to achieve the maximum beneficial adaptation possible. How you
do that is largely down to the remaining principles of conditioning, which we’ll start to look at next time with
‘progression’ and ‘overload.’

2: Overload

In order to get stronger the mind and body needs to be subjected to a greater training load than that to
which it is accustomed. This is quite simply a case of increasing the training load, so let’s start with a good
understanding of what the training load actually is.
Look at our diagram (right) and you can see that your training load is a combination of three factors:
1 : Frequency – how often you train
2: Duration - how long you train for
3: Intensity - how hard you train
Bearing this in mind, we can see that overloading your training can be achieved by introducing more
work in any of these areas, thereby increasing the training load. And this is where many riders get things
wrong. The two most common mistakes are firstly, in not overloading, or reaching a point in your
training where you simply do the same things week in week out with diminishing returns
The other mistake is too much overload. This is quite common with riders who see some initial
training adaptations and, for want of a better description, get a little bit carried away, throwing everything
into the mix too quickly, moving away from the yellow areas in the diagram into the red in all three areas
at the same time. They feel good from positive endorphins flying around from their increased fitness so
they train more often, for longer and start riding harder… all at the same time. This almost universally
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results in premature fatigue and any training adaptations will be unsustainable,
leading to a training plateau, demotivation and, at worst, overtraining.
So your training load needs to be carefully managed. Outside influences need
to be considered, for instance how much stress you are under from lifestyle issues
such as work and family commitments. Are you undertaking any other training like
a strength programme, or competing in any other sports? And what is your current
level of fitness? All of these things can greatly influence the training load. You also
need to consider the training load in terms of individual training sessions and the
effect over a period of time when undertaking a training ‘programme’ of repeated
training sessions performed weekly. Individual sessions are a product of intensity
+ duration whereas a series of sessions is a product of both these elements plus the
third – frequency.
Achieving the correct balance in your training load is best achieved by slight
increases (called progressions, which we look at below) in each of the three areas,
each targeted separately while continuing a ‘maintenance’ session in the other areas
so as to avoid the reversibility of losing training adaptations achieved in these other
areas. For example, if you’ve built up a good endurance base with high duration
rides and are now increasing intensity because you want to do some road racing
early season, you’d keep in the occasional long ride to maintain the endurance
adaptations you’ve achieved even though the main focus in this part of the
programme would be on intensity. Training sessions would accordingly be much
shorter to accommodate this.

3: Progression

As the capacity of the rider increases, the training load should increase gradually in
order to see continued improvements. Again it’s a case of common sense but a lot of
riders struggle to come to terms with it.
In plain English, build your training gradually. Whether it’s duration, frequency
or intensity you’re progressing, do it over the long term and improvements will be more sustainable. Don’t
suddenly jump from a two hour endurance ride to a five hour endurance ride. You might well be able to
complete the ride, but chances are you’d feel like death warmed up and again you risk premature fatigue
as well as potential injury or illness due to the sudden increase in training load. Be patient and build up to
it. Do three hours, then four, then five. If you’re inexperienced, even 20 or 30 minute progressions might
be advisable.
Likewise, if you’re progressing your intensity using a power meter, you don’t want to suddenly jump
from averaging 250watts for a particular interval to 300watts. Make the progressions gradual and over
time the improvements will be sustainable.
We’ll finish with one interesting point. You’ve probably realized by now that given the need to
overload and progress your training in order to see improvements, every time you get performance
adaptations you have to constantly make things harder and challenge yourself more to keep improving, so
by definition training never, ever gets any easier. This is correct, if you’re training properly and following
the principles of conditioning, your training never gets any easier, you just go faster, and that’s what you’re
doing it for… training for results.

4: Individuality

The principle by which training effects are highly personal to the rider performing them. Training affects
everyone differently, there is no ‘one-size-fits-all.’ Due to a variety of reasons including genetic differences,
lifestyle choices, training and recovery time, work stress and family commitments, similar training
programmes undertaken by two riders could have profoundly different effects. This renders many ‘off-thepeg’ training programmes you tend to find on-line and in magazines ineffective and could greatly affect
the benefits gained from constant group rides where you may be training to someone else’s schedule and
not getting what you need personally from the sessions.
Be sure to train and prepare for racing in a manner which suits your own needs and your own lifestyle.
Similarly, if you’re riding and training is in large part done in groups, such as club runs and chaingangs,
just be aware that you are often training to other rider’s schedules - make sure you are getting what you
need from group rides.
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5: Long term planning

Long term planning allows the structured and controlled development of riders towards their goals. A
good way to look at it is “if you don’t know where you’re going, you’ll end up somewhere you don’t want
to be.” Therefore a prerequisite for any successful training programme is to have short, medium and long
term goals and a clear plan of how to achieve them.

6: Specificity

Adaptations as a result of training are specific to the type of training undertaken. Meaning that if your
training involves lots of hours climbing hills at steady, sustainable pace, then you’re training yourself to be
a sportive rider not a road racer. Make your training specific to the events you do by understanding the
physiological and technical demands of the discipline. Circuit and criterium races involve lots of repeated
near maximal efforts and quick accelerations out of corners as well as good wheel on wheel bike handling
skills in a tight, fast-moving bunch of riders. Make your training reflect those demands.

7: Variation

Although training needs to be specific in order to achieve the desired adaptations, there needs to be
sufficient variation in the programme to avoid staleness and a state of diminishing returns due to
constantly doing the same training drills. Riders who keep repeating the same training routines year
in year out often don’t improve because they’ve adapted to the workload and do not vary the training
stimulus.
Cross-training in winter, varying the volume and duration of intervals and simply changing the bike
or training route (MTBs for off-road endurance and technical skills for example) can be great ways to
include variation into your training.

8: Reversibility

Use it or lose it. This is a quite simple but stark reminder that if you stop training, any previous training
adaptations will be lost. Generally speaking the longer you spend training a system the longer it tales to
lose the adaptation if you cease training it. So if you spent several months putting a solid endurance base
in place the adaptations are not going to disappear with a few days off to get over a common cold.
Conversely, components that are developed over relatively shorter periods, such as speed or short term
muscular endurance, are lost much more quickly should training be reduced or stopped. Therefore it is
essential that riders include a ‘maintenance’ programme of the various components that are not being
targeted specifically in that part of their current training period. A good example of this might be riders
completing a few short, high intensity sprints or speed drills as part of their warm ups or endurance
rides.

PRINCIPLES OF CONDITIONING

9: Recovery

In order to see adaptations, the system needs
adequate time to recover from the training stress.
There is a limit to how much stress you can subject
yourself to if you wish to achieve the training
target rather than fall short. This limit is the point
at which you need to stop training and recover,
allowing your body to replenish energy stores,
repair or replace damaged tissue and re-focus
the mind. Recovery is also the time when the
actual adaptations take place. It’s not when you’re
subjecting your body to the training but in the
downtime, when you are resting and giving yourself
the opportunity to adapt to the training load, that
you get the benefits of the training.
Many riders have trouble grasping this
concept, especially in the initial phases of a training
programme when performance improvements come
quite rapidly. They respond well to the training
and so equate more training with more training
adaptation. But this doesn’t work without sufficient
recovery periods planned as part of the programme
to allow these adaptations to take place.
Continuing to train past the point of fatigue
prevents any further adaptations and can lead to
reversals. In the worst-case scenario this can result in
overtraining, a state of such deeply ingrained fatigue
that brief rest periods aren’t enough to recover and
several weeks off the bike is required before training
can resume.
Finding the optimum relationship between training
load and recovery is difficult. You certainly need to
push yourself to fatigue by increasing your training
in order to improve. This is called ‘overreaching’
and, providing the training load and recovery
periods are well balanced, training adaptations will
occur and you will see improvements. If the training
load is too high, or the recovery insufficient, then
they won’t, and you’ll find yourself on a training
‘plateau’ – a state where you simply maintain your
current level of performance. It’s quite common to
see riders on a training plateau for many seasons as they never change their training methods or apply the
principles of conditioning. They enter the same events and get the same results year after year.
Getting the balance between training load and recovery is therefore key and underlines a principle of
conditioning we looked at above; ‘progression’ means gradually increasing the training load in order to
find the point at which recovery is needed and not completely overloading the system.
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PRINCIPLES OF CONDITIONING

Overcompensation
A perfect balance between training load and recovery can be illustrated by the overcompensation model.
Look at our diagram 1 and you can see that sufficient recovery following a period of training overload
leads to a training effect where you are able to tolerate a higher workload than you could have done
previously. This is the training adaptation you are looking for and it’s called overcompensation.
It’s also worth pointing out on this diagram that if riders plan their training correctly, this period of
overcompensation will occur at a training ‘peak’ and coincide with a targeted event or ‘A’ race, ensuring
that they perform well on the day of the event. You can see from the diagram that your baseline fitness
has gone up and, providing you continue with your programme of overload and progression, these
adaptations will continue regularly and you will keep seeing improvements, as illustrated in diagram 2
below
If, however, the training load is too great, the recovery period is insufficient or, in the worst-case
scenario, there’s a combination of both of these things, then, as you can see in diagram 2, the opposite
can happen. So using the overcompensation model you can see that recovery is essential to training
adaptations and the correct ratio of training to recovery is very important.
So if this is a given, and recovery periods allow training adaptations to take place, is it logical to
assume that if the recovery was ‘better,’ then a return to training could take place sooner, thus speeding up
the process of becoming a ‘better’ ride? The answer is a resounding “yes”, which is why riders who pay as
much attention to their recovery as to their training sessions have a huge advantage.
There are many ways in which you can optimise the recovery period and get back to training sooner.

Diagram 1:

Diagram 2:
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TRAINING INTENSITY:

HOW HARD IS HARD?

As we’ve seen, effective training is all about measuring your intensity and progressing on it in
order to see adaptations. But how do you know exactly how hard you are riding?

F

ortunately for the rider setting out on a training plan there are a number of methods you can
adopt in order to measure your intensity during training. The first is to spend a lot of money on
modern technology and buy a power-measuring device such as an SRM, Powertap, Stages cranks
or pedal-based systems like Garmin Vectors and Powertap P1 pedals . These are hub, crank or pedal-based
devices, which measure with great accuracy how hard you press on the pedals. Secondly, you can spend
considerably less money on a heart rate monitor. These measure the increase in your heart rate as your
body responds to the effort you make. Finally, you can rely on good old RPE (Rate of Perceived Exertion),
which is simply your own estimation of how hard you are riding.
The important thing to remember here is that all of these methods are simply measuring tools – the
addition of even the most expensive power measuring devices or heart rate monitors as used by the pros
is not going to make you a better rider simply by adding them to your bike. They’re just tools to measure
your intensity, nothing more. The information they provide, however, is invaluable and it’s how wisely
you use that information that makes you a better rider or not.
So for your training programme you’re going to need to progress your training load by measuring
your intensity. You need to establish what easy, medium and hard efforts feel like in order to include them
into your programme and understand how they contribute to the training load.
On the following page is a comparison chart for what the relative training intensities look like,
depending on which system you use. You’ll be spending varying amounts of time at these intensities in
order to progress on the training load and improve as a rider, so keep this to hand as a reference guide and
refer to it regularly. The other important thing to remember is that as your performance improves these
levels will change as you respond to the training and get fitter (particularly for relatively inexperienced
riders), so bear in mind that you’ll need to re-set the levels accordingly. If the hill-climbing session, which
felt like level 8 RPE at the outset of your programme, is feeling like level 5 RPE after week 6, you know
you’re getting better and the training is working.

Power

Intensity levels are defined in watts as a
percentage of Functional Threshold Power
(FTP). This is the highest average power
a rider could maintain in a one-hour time
trial.

Heart Rate

Intensity levels are defined in beats
per minute (BPM) as a percentage of
Functional Threshold Heart Rate (FTHR)
which is the highest heart rate that our
rider would hope to sustain in a TT effort,
or Maximum Heart Rate (MHR), which as
the term suggests is the highest possible
heart rate our rider could achieve in
an extremely hard test undertaken
specifically to measure it.

RPE

Intensity levels are defined as a value
between 1 -10 where 1 is ‘very easy’
making hardly any effort at all, and 10 is
an ‘eyeballs-out’ sprint, barely sustainable
for a few seconds.

TRAINING INTENSITY: HOW HARD IS HARD
EFFECTS OF TRAINING IN VARIOUS INTENSITY ZONES
Training Zone

RPE

Purpose

What’s happening?

Benefits

Recovery
>60% (MHR)

0-1

Recovery

Increases blood flow,
Flushes waste products

Promotes recovery and
your training response

Zone 1
60-65%

1

Build good
endurance base

Improves ability to use
fat as a fuel source,
conditions muscles,
tendons, ligaments and
nerves to the demands
of cycling

Greater efficiency,
prepares your body for
harder training sessions
to follow

Zone 2
65-75%

2

Improve
efficiency

Improves oxygen use
to produce power,
increasing efficiency

You produce more
power for similar effort

Zone 3
75-82%

3 -4

Improve
sustainable power

Improves carbohydrate
use and promotes
change of some fast
twitch fibres to slow
twitch

Improves the amount of
time you can maintain a
higher power output

Zone 4
82-89%

5-6

Increase
threshold

Develops lactate
threshold, promotes
change of some fast
twitch fibres to slow
twitch

Improved sustainable
race pace.

Zone 5
89-94%

7-8

Sustain high
percentage of
max aerobic
power

Develops
cardiovascular system
and improves anaerobic
energy production

Improved resistance to
short term fatigue

Zone 6:
94-100%

9 - 10

Increase max
power

Increases maximum
muscle power

Increases your sprint
speed and your ability
to tolerate repeated
very hard efforts.

Zone-based training has developed out of the endurance athlete’s need to be able to structure training in
a way which allows them to accurately measure and record training intensity while reasonably predicting
levels of fatigue. There are many specific benefits of training with zones, some of which are listed here:
A) Helps target particular aspects of fitness with specific workouts
B) Enables you to build structure and variation into your training, which can avoid staleness and
overtraining
C) Helps you achieve the progressive overload necessary to see improvements in your performance
D) Much more accurate indicator of training intensity than training miles or training time
E) Allows training to be very specifically targeted to the abilities of the individual be they novice or Elite
racer
Clearly, then, training zones offer multiple benefits and that’s why you’ll be adopting them to guide your
training. But apart from knowing why you need to train with zones, let’s have a look at what benefits
training in each specific zone brings to the table. After all, you have a very specific set of requirements
needed to perform well in a given event, so it’s essential to know what training benefits you’ll derive from
spending time in the various zones in order to best prepare you for that event.
So you can see from the above table that myriad performance benefits exist within the range of training
zones and I can immediately hear your mind ticking over with the thought that “Yes please, I’ll take all
of those.” And, if you were a pro road racer with about 20 hours per week year-round to train, you could
probably go some way to achieving that. But back in the real world, where training time is limited, we have
to be more realistic, and this again is where the benefits of training zones become clear.
They allow you to be very particular in targeting the areas you need to focus on specific to your
event. So, if you were aiming for a 200mile endurance sportive there’d not much point in working on
improvements to your maximal sprint power by training for short periods in Zone 6, for example. What
you need to do is formulate a plan that utilises this zone system to best target the areas specific to your
event.
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CORE
PRINCIPLES
Cycling isn’t only about the legs, it’s a kinetic chain excercise where the
deep lying ‘core’ muscles are the platform for the strength and power
created through the glutes, quads, hamstrings, calves right through to
the ankles and feet. The stronger and more stable the platform, the more
efficient and powerful the pedal stroke. Good core strength underpins
how fast you can turn and how hard you can push on the pedals.
l These cycling-specific exercises are not only designed to make you
stronger but also to help you keep your pelvis stable whilst you ride;
whether in the saddle, climbing, or sprinting.
l If our pelvis rocks around then a lot of the power we are producing is
lost as we pedal. Conversely if we are strong enough to keep completely
still then we can generate significantly more force to those pedals. Add to
this the fact that by having well balanced, strong, flexible muscles and a
strong core you’ll be much less likely to incur injuries and you’ll be well on
the way to a long life of very fast cycling! These movements are known as
functional exercises i.e. the core muscles are used to stabilise the body whilst
the arms/legs are moving, exactly what we need to ride efficiently. We aren’t
preparing for a sit-up competition after all; we’re preparing for a bike race!

By Paul Butler, Level 3
Personal Trainer and
British Cycling Coach

l Always warm up first - 10 mins on an indoor bike for example; start nice
and easy and by the end of 10 mins you should be
working at about 7 out of 10 in terms of effort.

“

By having well balanced,
strong, flexible muscles and
a strong core you’ll be much
less likely to incur injuries
and you’ll be well on the way
to a long life of very fast
cycling!

l These exercises are performed at your own
risk so if you wanted to ensure minimal chance
of injury you might wish to employ a Personal
Trainer or attend a pilates class to get some ‘hands on’ expertise.

l When you go out on your base endurance rides, use them as an
opportunity to think about these exercises; keep your torso still as you push
on the pedals, keep your elbows flexed, keep your shoulders from rising up
towards your ears let all the work come from the legs. When you’re out of
the saddle, pull on the handlebars as you apply pressure to the pedals and
see what difference it makes.
l Perform these exercises twice a week and before you know it you’ll be
flying!

“

l It would enhance the benefits of all of these
moves if you try to pull your belly button in
towards your spine a little whilst you make the
efforts. Don’t pull the belly button in so much
that you can’t breathe however; about 30% should
do it. This is known as activating the TVA (or
transverse abdominus).
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CORE PRINCIPLES

1 BACK
EXTENSIONS
l Lie on your front arms by your side,
forehead facing/touching floor
l Lift your hands off the floor, stretch
your fingers towards your feet and
twist your thumbs towards the ceiling
l Lift your torso just off the floor
keeping your chin down; hold for
a second then lower and relax
everything
l 2 sets of 15reps

2 CRUNCHES
l Lie on your back with your knees
bent and feet flat on the floor
l Cup the weight of your head in your
hands
l Lift your torso slowly, trying to bring
your ribcage as close to your hips as
you can
l Come up as far as your flexibility
will allow, as long as your feet do not
lift off the floor
l Lower yourself back down slowly,
stopping a few inches before the floor
l Progression – bring your knees to
your chest at the same time – this is
very advanced though
l 2 sets of 20reps

CORE PRINCIPLES

3

JACK
KNIVES

l Adopt a press up position with your
shins balanced on a swiss ball
l Pull your knees to your chest and
then straighten your legs again
l Ensure your hips don’t ‘sink’
towards the floor as you get tired
l Progression – Perform a press up
between each repetition
l 2 sets of 15 reps

LEGGED
4 ONE
DEADLIFT
l Balance on right leg with that knee
slightly bent at all times.
l Bend Forward from the hip and
reach with left hand towards right toe
while raising lifted leg back behind.
l Keep back straight. Keep hip and
knee of lifted leg extended throughout
movement.
l Touch the toe and return to original
position by raising torso while
lowering lifted leg.
l Progression – Hold a dumbell.
Easier – touch knee.
l 1 set of 15 reps on each leg
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CORE PRINCIPLES
HOLD
5 SHOULDER
TO PRESS UP
l In a press up position, with your hands at
handlebar width apart, slowly lift your right
hand and place it on your left shoulder for a 2
count. Repeat with left hand, placing it on your
right shoulder.
l Keep everything else still – If you filmed your
torso it should look like a still image.
l Now do a press up. Take 2 seconds to lower
yourself down until your elbows are at 90
degrees, hold for 1 second and then take 2
seconds to lift back up. That’s one rep.
l Progression – lift alternate leg too.
Easier – on knees.
l 2 sets of 15 reps

6 SQUATS
l Stand with your feet slightly wider than
shoulder width apart
l Keeping your back straight, ‘sit’ back
slowly, ensuring your knees do not come
together, flare outwards or track forward of
your toes
l Lower your trunk retaining a neutral spine
position until your thighs are parallel to the
floor
l Stand back up
l Progression – dumbells or barbell or one
leg squats
l 2 sets of 15 reps
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CORE PRINCIPLES

7 PELVIC
BRIDGE
l Lie on your back, arms by your side,
knees at right angles, feet on floor.
l Push the heels into the floor to lift
your bottom off the floor until your
hips form a straight line from your
shoulders to your knees. It’s ok if the
rest of your foot leaves the floor to
ensure you push through the heel.
l Keep pelvis stable, don’t let it drop
one side. Keep legs parallel, don’t let
knees drift inwards/outwards.
l Progression – One leg
l 1 set of 15reps on two legs then 1
set of 15reps on one leg

8

SPLIT
SQUAT

l Stand with feet the same width
apart as they are when you cycle
l Take a (little longer than a) stride
forward ensuring your feet have
maintained that same stance width.
l Ensure both feet are still facing
forward
l Lower your back knee slowly
towards the floor, letting it gently
touch the floor and come back up
again. Your rear heel with lift.
Ensure your front knee stays directly above the
ankle when you squat, don’t let it travel over the
shoelace area or toes.
l Progression – Hold Dumbells
l 2sets of 15 reps each leg

CORE PRINCIPLES

9 SWISS BALL ROLLOUTS
l Kneel on both knees, nice and tall, on a soft mat with a swiss ball (stability ball) in
front of you
l Ensure there is the maximum distance possible between you and the ball but you can
still touch it when your elbows are ever-so-slightly bent.
l Place your hands on top of the ball, lean on the ball and roll slowly forwards ensuring
you keep your body aligned i.e. maintain a straight line from shoulder to hip to knee.
Don’t let the elbows bend any more than their starting angle.
l Stop rolling before your elbows reach the ball and slowly roll back to the starting
position.
l Don’t stick your bottom out; bring your hips with you.
l Progression – One arm. Easier – bend your arms more as you roll forward.
l 1 set of 15 reps
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ARE YOU
READY?
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Here is a handy check list to ensure you are ready to race. When you can answer ‘yes’ to all the
questions below, you can be sure that you are preparing and racing to the best of your abilities.

AT HOME

Have you packed your food and drinks for prior to the race,
during the race and after the race.

Have you planned your year in terms of the cycling/work/
academic/social balance

Are you keeping hydrated now

Have you identified ‘hot-spots’ where things will get very busy

Have you made travel arrangements suited to getting you to the
race in time for warm up/sign on etc

Have you identified your short, medium and long term goals

TRAINING
Have you identified what you are working on in your training
session.
Have you a clear idea of the targets you need to hit to achieve
the session outcomes.
Do the sessions target you weaknesses as well as your strength.
Are you recording your training data and key points so you can
analyse it and learn from it later.

BEFORE RACE DAY
Have you read the race manual.
Have you taken advice from others who have raced this event/
venue?
Have you checked the weather forecast
Have you made a checklist of the kit you need to take

Is your bike fully maintained
Have you a clear idea of your goals for this race.

RACE DAY
Have you pre-ridden the course
Have you planned your pre-race warm-up and identified a
suitable area where you can do it?
Have you done your post race cool-down
Have you recorded your post race analysis/data

AFTER RACE DAY
Have you evaluated the positives and negatives from the race
Have you made notes about the race/venue in preparation for
future events.
Have you made plans to address your learnings in the next
phase of your training.

